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The research parameters of the Arts and Cultural Programs Assessment Project covered 
only the City of Boulder entities, specifically, the Boulder Arts Commission and the Library 
and Arts Department staff and programs.  Information about the relationship with the 
Boulder Library Foundation and funding amounts was provided by the City of Boulder 
Library and Arts Department. 

At the request of the Library and Arts Department, Art Management & Planning Associates 

gathered additional information after the conclusion of the Arts and Cultural Assessment 

Project that warranted submitting an addendum to the assessment report. The information 

collected included a memo to the City of Boulder upper management from the Boulder 

Library Foundation dated April 3, 2013, comments made by members of the Boulder 

Library Foundation at the Boulder Arts Commission meeting Feb. 20, 2013, and comments 

taken during an in-person interview with two Boulder Library Foundation members.  

The following information supplements the Arts and Cultural Programs Assessment Report 

(Assessment Report) submitted in February 2013. This addendum includes information 

about the Boulder Library Foundation and its funding of arts and cultural programs in 

Boulder Public libraries and it clarifies several findings and recommendations in the 

assessment report for special programs and theater and cinema.  

 

Boulder Library Foundation 

The Boulder Library Foundation (Foundation) is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization 

established in 1974. The organization’s mission is to “expand and enhance the Boulder 

Public Library’s offerings by providing funding for concerts, films, literary programs, and 

other special events, including children’s and teens’ activities, lectures, oral history, and 

adult literacy projects.”  

The foundation is governed by a charter that outlines the following, among other general 

principles for funding programs: 

1. The Boulder Library Foundation’s mission is to support the City of Boulder 

Library and Arts Department. Funding requests from other organizations to 

support the library may also be considered. 

2. Typically programs funded by the foundation are held at Boulder Public libraries 

and are administered by the Library and Arts Department some exceptions may 

be considered (e.g. 2013 Summer Reading Program party was held at the 

Boulder Reservoir). 
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3. The foundation gives priority to funding programs over capital improvements. 

Capital improvements that are related to programs may be considered (e.g. 

Reinforcement of the floor at the Carnegie Branch was funded so that Carnegie 

could accept the Daily Camera archive collection.) 

4. Funding requests for technology may be considered if they are directly related to 

programs (e.g. the oral history program purchased recording devices with 

funding contributed by the foundation). 

5. Funding for operational expenses is not allowed. The foundation does not 

employ Library and Art Department staff members. 

 

Summary  

The foundation submitted a memo to the Library and Arts Department director on April 3, 

2013 presenting their (board’s) comments and concerns about the results of the 

assessment project. Additionally, two of the 12 members of the board of directors came 

forward for an in-person interview. The intent of the interview was to reach a deeper 

understanding of how the organization works, what its goals are for funding arts and 

cultural programs in libraries, and to take into consideration their ideas for improving arts 

and cultural activities in Boulder’s libraries. 

Each year, the foundation accepts requests for funding by the Library and Arts Department. 

The department staff members prepare proposals for review and approval by the 

department director. Staff members are welcome to present their proposals in person to 

the foundation but it is not required. At the close of each program funded by the 

foundation, staff members are required to submit a closing report form detailing the 

program outcomes. The department director attends the foundation meetings and provides 

updates to the board about the Library and Arts Department activities. 

To use an example year, in 2012, the total funding from the foundation to the Library and 

Arts Department for programs was $148,678.  These funds were allocated to cultural 

programming as well as more traditional library programs to enhance summer reading, the 

branch libraries, literacy, local history, etc. Art Management & Planning Associates 

identified $50,750 of the 2012 funding as being associated with arts-related programming 

(see Assessment Report, Figure 72, page 136). This is the Art Management & Planning 

Associates’ perspective on which programs should be included in the “arts”; more 

programs/funding could be included with a closer inspection of “art” programming. 
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Figure 72: Concept for Arts Division Funding Sources through 2016 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Those arts-related programs funded in 2012 included: 

 Boulder Public Library Theatrical Performances: $5,300 

 Boulder Public Library Cinema Program: $12,050 

 Boulder Public Library Concert Series: $20,900 

 Northern Colorado Common Read Program – “Unbroken”: $7,500 

 Boulder Public Library Storytelling Series: $5,000 

Key Insights 

The Boulder Library Foundation has a vested interest in the success of all the arts, culture, 

and literary programs held in Boulder Public libraries. Its only function is to support these 

endeavors financially through a relatively easy grant request process. If the city reduces 

these activities supported by the foundation, the foundation will not be able to accomplish 

its mission. Therefore, the foundation fully endorses continuing arts and cultural programs 

in Boulder’s Public libraries and the Canyon Theater, including film, dance, music, and 

literary arts. The cost per attendee and the programs’ impacts are not the only 

considerations made by the foundation when they evaluate funding proposals.  

The foundation sees itself as a resource for expanding arts and cultural experiences in 

Boulder’s Public libraries, not as a means to supplement city budget cuts.  The foundation 

is interested in seeing more programs focused on teens and adults since there is an ample 

number of programs for families and children. Foundation members are eager to 

brainstorm ideas with Library and Arts Department staff for new program ideas to enhance 

the visitor’s experience at libraries. 

Funding Source 
2012 

Budget 
2013   

Concept 
2014  

Concept 
2015  

Concept 

2016 
Concept 

General Fund- Arts Division $543,084 $654,150 $654,150 $654,150 $654,150 

Library Fund $111,078 $- $- $-  

Arts & Business Grant 
Savings (prior to 2012) * 

$- $85,600 $- $- $- 

Library Foundation Funding 
for Arts-related Programs ** 

$50,750 $32,000 $32,000 $32,000 $32,000 

Public Art Program $- $- $- $17,050 $42,050 

Other Revenue Sources $- $5,000 $5,000 $5,000 $5,000 

TOTAL $704,912 $776,750 $691,150 $708,200 $733,200 

* Arts and Business Grant Savings equal $114,200. ** Library Foundation funding must be requested 
annually and is not a guaranteed funding source. 
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It is extremely important to the Foundation Board of Directors that programs in the 

Boulder Public libraries remain free and open to the public and that Library and Arts 

Department arts and cultural programs are given priority scheduling in the Canyon Theater 

over outside groups.  

In its April 3rd memo, the foundation expressed a desire to work collaboratively with the 

City of Boulder to provide arts and cultural experiences in our public libraries. 

It is unclear if the foundation’s charter would prohibit the Foundation from funding arts 

and cultural programs if they remain in the same department but move from the Library 

division into the Arts Division. The question to answer is: Does it matter who or which 

Division is providing the arts and cultural program as long as it is in a Boulder Public 

Library and meets the foundation’s criteria? There is confirmation that if the arts and 

cultural programs housed in the Library Division remain there, they would forgo additional 

funding opportunities such as Scientific and Cultural Facilities District (see Assessment 

Report, page 25, last bullet point).  

Assessment Report: “The budgets for Theater and Cinema, Concert 
Series, and Art Exhibits are housed in the Library Division budget. 
The other program budgets, Grants, Dance Bridge, Boulder Arts 
Resource, and Arts Administration, are housed in the Arts Division 
budget. Housing the budgets in different areas makes tracking and 
oversight somewhat difficult and time consuming.  
 
By merging the arts and cultural programs into the Arts Division, 

the Arts Division will likely become qualified for grants that are 

only given to arts and cultural organizations, e.g., Scientific and 

Cultural Facilities District (SCFD) grants.” 

In 2013, the foundation received very few proposals for funding; therefore, it has 

approximately $45,000 remaining to grant. It will accept additional proposals in the fall of 

2013.  

 

Special Programs 

The Library Foundation requested clarification from Art Management & Planning 

Associates on the Special Programs Recommendation 1 outlined in the Assessment Report 

(see Recommendation 1, page 96). The recommendation was to:  

Assessment Report: “Special Programs, Recommendation 1: Continue 

to house the program in the Library Division and focus on literary 
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arts only (storytelling, poetry, One Book-One Boulder, and One 

Action-One Boulder. Discontinue providing arts-oriented and theatre 

performances to allow for increase in the availability of theatre 

rental time and allows for other uses of Library Foundation funding.” 

The foundation’s primary concern with this recommendation is that library programs may 

be given a priority secondary to that of other events or rentals of the theater. Their view is 

that library programs should be given first priority for scheduling and use of the theater. 

First, it was not the intention of Art Management & Planning Associates to recommend that 

the Canyon Theater become a for-profit facility, nor was it the intention to recommend that 

any activity in the theater have an admission fee. The intention of this recommendation 

was to give access to outside performing arts organizations to use the facility since there is 

a lack of affordable performing venues in Boulder. Furthermore, it was suggested that the 

Library and Arts Department rent the theater to performing arts groups that would hold 

events that are free and open to the public. We suggest a nominal rental fee that will be 

used to recover the costs of providing a security guard and maintenance for use after-hours 

and for the staff to oversee the events. It is NOT recommended that the theater be rented 

for weddings or corporate related events. A suggested compromise between allowing 

outside performing arts groups use of the Canyon Theater and the Library and Arts 

Department-only use is to open the theater for performing arts rentals on Fridays, 

Saturdays, and Sundays when the theater is traditionally closed. This would entail hiring a 

security guard, covering maintenance costs and closing off the bridge to the library. 

Second, Recommendation 1, page 96, suggested decreasing the funding requests to the 

Library Foundation for theater performances by the Special Programs area. The intention 

of this recommendation is to allow for more funding requests for films, concerts, literary 

arts, and other arts and cultural programs that may be created during the Cultural Master 

Planning process. This funding amount is approximately $5,300 per year (see Assessment 

Report, page 95, Program Inputs Chart). Art Management & Planning Associates suggested 

that theater performances be provided by outside groups rather than the Library and Arts 

Department. The library’s goal is to provide improved theatrical programming. 

 

Theater and Cinema Program 

In its memo dated April 3, 2013, the Library Foundation questioned the clarity and validity 

of the “cost/benefit analysis” of the film program that was detailed in the Assessment 

Report (see Assessment Report, page 98-99):  

Assessment Report: “Cinema Program: The Cinema Program is very 

expensive to produce. The 2012 costs* were $48,878 (35,828 staff 
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time plus $13,050** expenses). When dividing costs by 2011 

attendance (4,300), the program costs $11.36 per attendee to 

produce.” *The figures used were budgeted amounts not actual 

expenditures. ** The foundation contributed $12,050 of this total for 

program expenses. 

To clarify, the figure of $48,878, the city’s 2012 funding of the film program, was 

calculated using budgeted amounts (see Assessment Report, page 103) provided to Art 

Management & Planning Associates by the City of Boulder Budget Office. We took the 

figure and divided it by the 2011 number of attendees, 4,300, which was provided by the 

film program staff. Attendance from the prior year was used since the attendance for 2012 

was not complete at the time of the study. The $11.36 total estimated cost per attendee is 

comprised of $8.56 of city funding and $2.80 foundation funding. In the assessment, this 

program was judged to be expensive to produce compared to the Concert Series program 

total that was $6.86 estimated cost per attendee. The lower estimated concert cost per 

attendee is in part due to the higher attendance at concerts. The other program areas do 

not have attendance data to compare in this manner.  

Additionally, Art Management & Planning Associates does not deem this calculation to be a 

cost/benefit analysis. This is a simple calculation that explains the cost per attendee and it 

does not evaluate the benefit of the program to the community. Admittedly, the foundation 

members have the right to judge this criterion in their grant-making process as they see fit 

and may not believe $11.36 per attendee is too much to continue the program at its 

current cost per attendee ratio.   

Art Management & Planning Associates appreciates the Foundation’s interest and support 

for arts and cultural programming in the Boulder Public libraries.  We hope this 

clarification will resolve the concerns expressed. 


